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To date, two types of ribosome-inactivating proteins (RIPs) have been found in Jatropha 
curcas. One is curcin, which has been isolated from the endosperm, and the other is curcin-L, 
which is expressed in leaves upon stress treatment. Phylogenetic analysis of the predicted 
amino acid sequences of the RIPs in plants revealed that these belong to a major subfamily 
and are close to trichosanthin (TCS). Studies on the mRNA and protein levels showed that 
both curcin and curcin-L have an organ-specifi c expression pattern. Curcin is only expressed 
and accumulated in the endosperm; its expression begins in the globular embryo period and 
peaks during the mature embryo period. In contrast, curcin-L is only expressed in the leaves, 
but its expression is induced by certain conditions such as treatment with phytohormones or 
polyethylene glycol, exposure to high and low temperatures, and fungal infection. Analysis of 
the 5’ fl anking regions of curcin and curcin-L revealed that the 5’ fl anking region of curcin-L 
has three major inserted fragments, which are not present in the corresponding region of 
curcin. Comparison of characteristic cis-elements suggests the presence of several motifs that
are involved in the endosperm-specifi c expression in the 5’ fl anking region of curcin, while 
in curcin-L some stress- and defense-responsive motifs are found to be mainly located in the 
three inserted fragments. Comparison of the antifungal activity of the two RIPs showed that 
the one of curcin-L is higher than that of curcin. Differences in the expression and activity 
of curcin and curcin-L suggest that these two RIPs have different functions.
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